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THE BERGMAN PROJECTION OF L°° IN TUBES OVER CONES
OF REAL, SYMMETRIC, POSITIVE-DEFINITE MATRICES

DAVID BEKOLLE

ABSTRACT.   We determine a defining kernel for the Bergman projection of

L°° in tubes over cones of real, symmetric, positive-definite matrices.

Let D be a symmetric Siegel domain of type II; let v denote Lebesgue measure in

D and H(D) the space of holomorphic functions in D. The Bergman space A1 (D)

is defined by A1{D) = H(D) n Lx[dv).

In [3], we proved the Coifman-Rochberg conjecture (cf. [4]) about the extension

to any such domain D of a well-known characterization of the dual of A1 in the

upper half-plane. More precisely, we defined Bloch spaces of holomorphic functions

in D and proved that the dual of A1 (D) coincides with each of these spaces. Fur-

thermore, let S denote a Bloch space in D; we defined in [3] the Bergman projection

P of L°° into B and proved that P is bounded and onto; consequently, we obtained

that the dual of A1(D) can be realized as the Bergman projection PL°° of L°°.

On the other hand, in the particular cases of the Cayley transform of the unit ball

of C™, n > 1, and of the tube over the spherical cone of Rn+1, n > 1, respectively

studied in [1 and 2], we actually determined a defining kernel for the Bergman

projection P of L°°; the purpose of this paper is to determine an analogous kernel

for the tube D in Cn, n = 1(1 + l)/2, over the cone V of / x I real, symmetric,

positive-definite matrices, / > 2.

In this new domain, we also obtain a kernel satisfying the required property by

subtracting from the Bergman kernel B(ç,z) of D a kernel B0((,z) possessing the

following properties:

Io the function Ç t-► Bq(ç,z), z € D fixed, is holomorphic in D and belongs to

the zero equivalence class of the Bloch space B;

2° with respect to z, Bq{(, z) satisfies the estimate (B — Bç>)(ç, z) G L1(dv(z)), c

eD.
In the first section, we state some preliminary results about the cone V of I x I

real, symmetric, positive-definite matrices.

In the second section, we examine the particular case / = 2, where D is the

tube in C3 over the spherical cone of R3, studied in [2]. We shall analyze the

construction of the kernel So m that particular case with a view to extending it to

the general case; we next resume the proof of the estimate

(B-B0)(c,z)GL1(dv(z)),        CGD,
_
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622 DAVID BEKOLLE

in such a way that an induction idea becomes apparent for the generalization of

this estimate to the cone V of rank /: according to this idea, this property should

be drawn from previous estimates for the tubes over lower-ranked cones of real,

symmetric, positive-definite matrices.

We actually rely on these ideas for the solution of the general case (§3).

According to the classification of symmetric Siegel domains of type II, due to E.

Cartan (cf. [6, pp. 263-271]), in the following, we study class II (in L. K. Hua's

standard notation, also used in [6]); on the other hand, we dealt in [2] with class

IV of tubes over spherical cones of Rn, n > 5, while the Cayley transform of the

ball, studied in [1], belongs to class I.

Now, in order to extend this result to any symmetric Siegel domain of type II, it

seems likely that our methods can also be successfully applied to classes I and III

and the exceptional domains of respective dimensions 16 and 27.

Finally, we resume the notations and terminology introduced in [3] and as usual,

the same letter "C" will denote constants which may be different from each other.

The author would like to take this opportunity to thank A. Bonami for many

helpful conversations and suggestions.

1.  The cone of / x I real, symmetric, positive-definite matrices. Let V

denote the cone of I x I real, symmetric, positive-definite matrices

An     Ai2     Ai3     ••■     Au

. _    Ai2    A22    A23     • • •     A2¡

Ai¡    A2¡    A3i     • • •     A» _

In the Euclidean space Rn, n = /(/ + l)/2, represented by the space of I x I

symmetric matrices, the cone V is convex and contains no straight line.

In the following, we use S. G. Gindikin's terminology and notations as introduced

in §1.1 of [3]. Let us state some properties of the cone V.

The cone V is affine-homogeneous; more precisely, the group T+(V) of upper

triangular matrices with strictly positive diagonal entries acts transitively on V.

To prove this claim, it is easy to check that the transformations A t—> g\g', where g

is a matrix of T+(V) and g' denotes the transpose matrix of g, are automorphisms

of V; the transitivity of the group T+(V) on V can then be deduced from the fact

that any matrix A £ V can be written uniquely in the form A = tt', t € T+(V).

We also claim that the cone V has rank / and its given form is canonical. The

proof of this claim is made up of the three following facts:

Io The subspace R"^ consists of the I x I symmetric matrices A whose entries

are all zero except A¿¿ and Xji'. the common dimension of these subspaces is one

and consequently, the cone V is self-conjugate.

2° The cone V^, j = 1,...,/, of the canonical decomposition of the cone V

consists of the I x I symmetric matrices whose j x j upper principal corner is

positive-definite, while all entries outside the j x j upper principal corner are zero.

3° The forms F^ are defined as follows. For any A in V, let Cj-\ denote the

(j - 1) x (j — 1) upper principal corner of the matrix F^ (A, A); the entries of Cj~\

are Caß — Xaj\ßj, l<a<ß<j-l, while all entries in F^(A, A) outside Cy_i

are zero.
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The defining functions XjW of the cone V are given by

Xj(A) = A¡_J+i(A)/A,_J(A),       j=l,...,I,

where A¿(A), i = 1,..., /, is the i' x i lower principal minor of A and Ao(A) = 1: this

is equivalent to the Sylvester criterion for a quadratic form to be positive-definite.

On the other hand, the functions X^(A) of V are given by

x*(a) = a;(a)/a;_1(a),

where for i = 1,..., I, A* (A) is the i x i upper principal minor of A and Aj$(A) = 1.

Finally, V is self-conjugate with respect to the scalar product (X,p) = trace of

Xp'.
In the particular case 1 = 2, V is the spherical cone T of R3 defined by the

inequalities XjW > 0, j = 1,2, where

X2(A) = A22,    Xi(A) = An - (Ai2)2/A22,

and the functions x^(A) are given by

XÏ(A) = An,    X2(A) = A22-(Ai2)2/An.

Let us also mention the case I = 3. The defining functions XjW of the cone V

of 3 x 3 real, symmetric, positive-definite matrices are given by

X3(A) = A33,    X2(A) = A22 - (A23)2/A33,

/,n      , (Ai3)2      (A12 - A13A23/A33)2
Xi(Aj = An-j¡-7-n    s2n-

A33 A22 - IA23J /A33

and the functions Xy(A) of V are defined by

XÍ(A) = An,    X2W = A22 - (Ai2)2/Aii,

(A13)       (A23 - A12A13/A11)
XS(A) = A33

An A22 — (Ai2)2/An

Moreover, it follows from S. G. Gindikin's results in [5] (also cf. §1.1 of [3]) that

any affine-homogeneous, self-conjugate cone of rank three in R6 is affine-isomorphic

to this cone V.

2. The case I = 2. In the case I = 2, the domain is the tube fi = R3 + iT over

the spherical cone T of R3, defined by the inequalities Xj > 0, j = 1,2, where

X2(A) = A22,    Xi(A) = An - (Ai2)2/A22;

here, An, A12 and A22 denote the coordinates of the point A of R3 = Rji x Rj2 x

R22-

The Bergman kernel B((, z) of fi is given by B(ç, z) = C(xiX2)_3(? - z) and the

Riemann-Liouville differential operator of fi is the wave operator D (box) defined

by

s dCiidC22       dc22
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We have determined in [2] a defining kernel for the Bergman projection of L°°

in fi; this kernel is obtained by subtracting from the Bergman kernel B of fi the

kernel Bo given by

(1) (B - B0)(ç, z) = C[XX3(Ç -z)- xr3(? - S)]

' [X23(i - 2) - X2"1/2(c - z)x25/2(e - z)\,

where in C3 = Cn x C}2 x C221 e is the point of fi whose coordinates are en =

e22 = i, ex2 = 0 and for ç = {<iii,Cu,Cn) G fy the point f of fi is defined by

?=(*iO,ûa)-
Let us shortly analyze the construction of the kernel So- We first recall that in

n,
(i) the Bergman kernel B(c, z) does not belong to L1(dv(z)), c G fi, because of

its bad behaviour when z tends to infinity;

(ii) by Lemma 1.2.3 of [3], the kernel Bl+a(ç, z), a = (oi,q2) € R2, belongs to

L1(dv(z)) for any c in D if and only if ax > 0 and a2 > 1/6.

The function ç 1—► Bç,(<;, z), zeíl fixed, must be holomorphic with a zero box in

fi; now, when we look for those couples (/?i,/?2) of R2 that satisfy the differential

equation

(E) a¿Xx0íX20n(c-z) = o,

we get two kinds of solutions:

(I) (ßi, 5), where ßi is any real number;

(II) (0, ßi), where ßi is any real number.

But, when one refers to §1.2 of [3], the vector m is here equal to (mi, mi) = (0,1)

and a couple (ßi,ßi) is a solution to equation (E) if and only if one of the ßj's is

equal to rrij/2, j = 1,2: notice that ßj = rrij/2 is one of the critical exponents for

(xT    Xi~    ){Ç ~ z) to be expressed in the integral form given by Lemma 1.2.2 of [3].

Moreover, since the kernel Bo{c, z), considered as a function of z, must regularize

at once the factors Xi^it ~ *) and Xi~3(S ~ z) °f the Bergman kernel B(ç,z), we

are led to try the kernel Bo given in (1); it follows from the next result, proved in

[2], that this kernel actually satisfies the required properties:

PROPOSITION 2.1. The kernel Bo defined in fi by (1) possesses the following

properties:

Io with respect to c, Bo(ç,z) is a holomorphic function with a zero box;

2° with respect to z, Bo(ç*,z) satisfies the estimate (B-B0)(ç,z) G L1(dv(z)), c

efi.

PROOF OF PROPERTY 2°. We modify the proof of property 2° of this proposi-

tion, given in [2], in such a way that an induction idea becomes apparent for the

generalization of this estimate to the general case (I arbitrary).

First, we get from (1) that

(2) \(B-Bo)(c,z)\ = C J]  \Bj((,z)\,
¿=1,2

where

Bi(c,z) = XiHi-z)-Xi3^-z)
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and

Bi(c, z) = xr1/2(? - z)lxï5/2(ï -z)~ Xï5/\e - z)\.

On the one hand, we use the following easily proved estimate for B2:

LEMMA 2.1. For any c in fi, there exists a constant C(c) such that for any z

in fi, the following holds:

(3) \Bi(c,z)\<C(c)\Xi(e-z)\-\

Now, when one considers the space R3 in its canonical form R3 = Rn x Rj2 x

R22, the projection of the cone T on the plane R22 is contained in the cone (0,00)

defined in R22 by the inequality X2 > 0: estimate (3) is therefore supported by the

upper half-plane of C22.

On the other hand, we shall also use the following estimate for the kernel Bx:

LEMMA 2.2. For any c in fi, there exists a constant C(c) such that for any z

in fi, the following holds:

(4) |Si(c,2)|<C(t)|xie(-¿)r 1 +
dÇu

Xi{e-z)

PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2. It follows from inequality (3) and from Lemma 1.2.5
of [3] that for any c in fi, there exist two constants C\(c) and Ci(c) such that for

any z in fi, the following inequalities hold:

d(c)|xi(e - z)\ < |xi(? - z)\ < C2(c)|Xi(e - z)\

and

Ci(i)
d

dç12
Xi(e-z) <

d

dÇ:12
xi(<r-¿) < Ci(c)

d

d<12
Xi(e-z)

Now, Taylor's formula immediately yields the conclusion of the lemma.

Next, to get property 2° of Proposition 2.1, it is enough to prove that the product

K(c, z) of the right-hand sides of inequalities (3) and (4), given by

K{ç,z) = C{ç) £ \N3(z)\,

3=1,2

where

d
Nx(z) = (xiX2)-4(e-z)    and    N2(z) (X1X2)

-4

dir.
Xi (e-z),

belongs to L1(dv(z)).

Concerning Nx, the conclusion follows from Lemma 1.2.3 of [3], because

Nx(z) = B1+a(e,z),        a = (1/3,1/3) > (0,1/6).

For the proof of the property Ni G L1, cf. [2]. However, as we already noticed

in the proof of Lemma 2.2, it appears that to prove that the kernel (B - Bo){c, z)

defined in the domain fi C Cxx x C}2 x C22 associated with the two-ranked cone

T belongs to L1(dv(z)), the first stage is estimate (3) supported by the upper half-

plane of C22 (i.e. the tube over the one-ranked cone of the canonical decomposition

of the cone T).

Thus, in the general case where the cone V has rank /, to get the analogue of

Proposition 2.1, we are naturally led to an induction argument using the analogues

of Lemma 2.1 for tubes over the cones V^', 1 < j < I — 1, of the canonical

decomposition of the cone V.
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3. The general case. Let D denote the tube in Cn, n = 1(1 + l)/2, over the

cone V oilxl real, symmetric, positive-definite matrices. The defining functions Xj

and Xjt j = 1) •••>') of the cone V are explicitly given in the first paragraph and the

canonical form of the space Cn containing the domain D is Cn = r[i<<T<T<i ̂ Ir-

in the following, we shall suppose / > 3 and we use the terminology and nota-

tions introduced in the first two chapters of [3], In particular, R. here denotes the

differential polynomial in C" that possesses the property

(5) ^exp((A,0) = (A*)"exp((A,c)),

where the vector p of N' is p = (1,1 — 1,..., 1).

Moreover, we shall denote by B the Bloch space Sp>r corresponding to this vector

p and to the vector r of N' whose coordinates r¿ are given by

i

(6) rj=jV*+   J2   r-        n = l2l\
<r=j+l

and V will denote the Riemann-Liouville differential operator of D defined by D =
kr.

Let us now begin the construction of the kernel Bo of D. We first recall that in

D,
(i) the Bergman kernel B(c, z) given by

(7) B(c,z) = c(c-zYd,

where d is the vector of Rz whose coordinates are all equal to —(Z + l)/2, does not

belong to L1(dv(z)), c G D, because of its bad behaviour when z tends to infinity;

(ii) by Lemma 1.2.3 of [3], the kernel B1+a{ç,z), a G Rl, belongs to L1(dv(z))

for any c in D if and only if a > m/2(l + 1), where m is the vector of Nl whose

coordinates are rrij; = j — 1, j = 1,..., /.

Secondly, like in the case I = 2, the kernel Bo{ç, z) must satisfy the two following

properties:

(iii) with respect to c, Bo(ç, z) is a holomorphic function satisfying D^Bo(i, z) =

0;

(iv) with respect to z, Bo{c, z) must regularize at one and the same time each of

the factors Xi (f ~ ^),..., x¡        \c - z) of the expression (7) of the Bergman

kernel B(ç, z) of D, when z tends to infinity, so that (B - JBn)(c,z) belongs to

L1(dv(z)) for any c in D.

Following the same lines as in the case I = 2, let us first consider the differential

equation

(E) Ds(xißl---xrß')(i-z) = 0,

where ß = (ßx,..., ßi ) is a vector of R'. We claim that any vector ß of R' satisfying

ß > m/2, with at least one coordinate ßj equal to m,/2 (ß is one of the critical

multi-indices for (z)~@ to be expressed in the integral form given in Lemma 1.2.2

of [3]) gives rise to a solution of (E); this is proved in the following more general

form:
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let the index j take the values 2,...,I and let ßi, i =

1,..., j — 1, denote real numbers satisfying ßi > rrii/2.

Io Assume first that j <l — 1; for any C°° function ipj+i(ç) of the only coordi-

nates caT, a > j + 1, of <;, the following holds:

(8) Z<(XÏ01 ■ ' ■ XJ?rxJmi/2<Pi+i)(s) = 0.

2° For j = I, one has the equality

(9) Af(xrA-xí3-ixrm,/a)(í)=o.

We recall that R is the differential polynomial in Cn that possesses property (5)

and D is given by D = Rr, where r is the vector of Nl defined in (6), r > (1,..., 1).

PROOF. We first prove property 2°. According to the notations of the first

section, R is the differential polynomial in C™ that possesses the property

(5) R, exp((A, ?» = (AJA; • • • Af)(A) exp«A, c))

= (xÍíx;¡-1---xr)(A)exp((A,c».

Now, if A¡ denotes the differential polynomial in C" that possesses the property

(10) (Ai)c exp((A, ?)) = A?(A) exp((A, ?))

= (XiX2---X?)(A)exp((A,c)),

property (9) will immediately follow from the identity

(ii) (Ai)f(xrA"-xT-'i+ixrm,/B)(f) = a

Let us prove (11). We introduce a complex variable ßi and we denote by II the

half-plane II = {ßt G C: Reßi > mt/2}.
By Lemma 1.2.2 of [3], we have for any ßi in II:

tuy^xA M = C,jf «pWU» tUxf-(l+1)/Vl-{l+1)/2) (A)dA;

here, S. G. Gindikin [5] actually determined that Cß = Cß1...ßl_1/T(ßt — m¡/2).

Next, in view of (10), we obtain that for any /3¡ in n

(Ai), Í f[ xJ0ixTß'   (?) = C/»i...a_»/t(ä - m/2)

■ jvexp(i(X,c)) inx;^+1-(i+1)/2xrÄ+1-(i+1)/2] (A)dA,

and it follows from Lemma 1.2.2 of [3] that

(12)    (A,)c I f[ xJßixTß'    (?) = C'01...0l_^t + 1 - m,/2)/r(Ä - nu/2)
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We then point out that, when c belongs to D, the left-hand side of (12) defines an

entire function of ßi while the right-hand side defines a holomorphic function of ßi in

the half-plane II. On the other hand, when ßi tends to m¡/2 from inside II, the right-

hand side of (12) tends to zero because the quotient T(ßi + 1 — m¡/2)/r(/3¡ — mi/2)

tends to zero; therefore, the left-hand side of (12), whose limit is precisely the value

at ßi = m¡/2, also tends to zero: this proves (11) and consequently (9).

We next prove property Io of the proposition. Equality (8) will be obtained in

the same way as (9) by giving respectively the preceding roles of ßi = m¡/2 and of

the differential polynomial A( to ßj = m3¡2 and to the differential polynomial Aj

in Cn that possesses the property

(13) (A,)çexp((A,c)) = A;(A)exP((A,c)) = (xîX2---X*)(A)exp((A,c».

More precisely, to obtain (7), it is enough to show that

(14) (Ai)^2(f) = 0

and that for j = 2,..., I — 1,

(is) (AA Cf[ x;ß"xjmi/2<Pj+i) (?) = o.

The proof of equality (14) is straightforward, because (Ai)ç = d/dçxx and the

function <pi{() does not depend on C\\.

Concerning equality (15), since the differential operator (\j) does not act on the

coordinates (aT, a > j+l, it suffices to prove that (Aj^n^i Xäß"Xj        )(?) — 0;

furthermore, when one notices that the function Y\k=j+iXk        (?) omy dePends

on the coordinates çaT, a > j + 1, of ç, the conclusion will follow from the equality

(A^in*^-"1'72 ri xfc-('+i)>)(?)-o:
\a=l k=j+l J

now, the proof of this last equality is similar to that of (11). This entirely proves

Proposition 3.1.

We next give the expression of the kernel Bo that will be subtracted from the

Bergman kernel B of D; Bq is defined by

l

(16) (B-B0)(c,z) = [B(ç,z)-B(ç1,z)}Y[Q^(ç,z),

3=2

where the point c1 of D and the kernels Q^3\ j = 2,...,I, are defined as follows.

We denote by caT the coordinates of the point c of D with respect to the canon-

ical decomposition of Cn, Cn = Y[x<„<T<i C*T, the point c1 is then given by its

coordinates ?u = i, çx\ = 0 for r = 2,..., l, ?¿T = çOT for 1 < a < r < I.

The kernels Q^, j = 2,..., I, are given by

(17) QU)(c,z) = 1 - x7<,+*-"'/V - z)

\kj\KRj-l
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where

(I) R = (Ri,. ■., Ri) is the vector of N1 whose coordinates are Rj = j23 ; notice

that the coordinates of the vector r of Nl defined in (6) (in view of the definition

of the Riemann-Liouville differential operator D of D as D = Rr) are given by

r — ï^,o=i "-o'i3        L-ia=j

(II) ç3 denotes the point of D whose coordinates are

l) • ■ ■ ? jt<&? = i       for o = 1,
c¿T = 0      for a < T, a = 1,... ,j, and

4r = ?<7T    for j + 1 < a < t < I;

(III) kj is a vector of 'Nl~J + 1 whose coordinates are denoted by kjT, r = j,...,l\

we set
1 t

T=j T=j

and by the symbols (cJ — ç)k> and (d/dç)k>, we mean

We next prove the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 3.2.  For any z in D, the kernel B0{i, z) satisfies DCB0{<;, z) = 0.

PROOF. It is enough to prove the two following lemmas:

LEMMA 3.1. A; denotes the differential polynomial defined in C™ by (10). For

any z in D, the following holds:

(Af'),{ß(?,^)[l-Q(i)(?^)]}^0.

LEMMA 3.2. Let the index j take one of the values 1,...,/ — 1 and let A.j denote
the corresponding differential polynomial defined in C by (13).

For any z in D and any function <pj+x(ç,z),C°° with respect to f and only

depending on the coordinates cOT, o > j + 1 of c, the following identities hold:

Io (Ai)aß(c1,z)^2(?^)} = 0;

2° (Af )s{B(c,z)[l - QM{ç,z)}<pm(ç,z)} =0if2<j<l-l.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1. There exist a function <p(z) and constants Ck, k =

0,1,..., Ri-\ such that

1 - QW(?,.) = ¥>(*) £ Ck(i - Ça)k ■ x{!+1),2+Rl-\c - z).

fc=0

It then suffices to show that for any k = 0,1,..., R¡ — 1, the following identity

holds:

(18)       (Af')£ j írix7('+1)xr('+1)/2+ñ,-fc] (f-DK^U
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Let us first prove (18) for k = Ri — 1, i.e.

(AfoaíH?,^-?»)*'-1}^,
where

(i9) ^(?^)=írix7(í+1)xr(í-1)/2](?-^)

is a kernel which, by (11), satisfies (A¡)í1¡(f, z) = 0.

We recall that A¡ is the differential polynomial associated in Cn with the poly-

nomial A*(A); similarly, A¡_i is the differential polynomial associated with the

polynomial A¡_x(A) which is considered here as the minor of A* (A) corresponding to

the entry A¡;. Thus, since (A¡)fF¿(£,z) = 0, we obtain

(klUFl(ç,z)(i-çu)R>-1} = Cl(M-x)çFl(ç,z)^(i-ùl)R'-1

= C{(kl-X\Fl{c,z){i-cn)Ri-\

{^-\{Fl(ç,z){i-cu)R^} = Cl{i,lRrx1)Mç,z)

and it then follows that

(Af')í{*K?,*)(¿-?H)*,-1} = 0;
this proves (18) for k - Ri - 1.

Let us next prove equality (18) for k = R¡ — 2, i.e. (A.Rl)(G(ç, z) = 0, where

G(ç,z) = Fl(ç,z)(i-cll)R>-2Xl(ç-z);

here, F¡ again denotes the kernel defined in (19).

Now, since xi(Ç ~ z) = (f — z)n = (i - z~n) - (i - Çu), it is enough to prove that

the kernels

Gi{(,z) = Fi((,z)(i -to)*-1    and   G2(c,z) = Ffazfti - o.,)*'"2

satisfy (Aft)sGj(ç,z) = 0, j = 1,2.
The proof for Gi amounts to the preceding case; concerning Gi, the conclusion

follows from the same argument as in the case k = Ri — 1.

In the same way, one successively proves equality (18) for k = Ri - 3,..., 1 and

0. The proof of Lemma 3.1 is complete.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.2. The proof of identity Io of this lemma is straightfor-

ward since (Ai)? = d/dçX\ and the function B(çl,z)<p2(ç,z) does not depend on

the coordinate Çu of ç.

Let us next prove identity 2°, first in the case j = 2. Since by definition,

|fc2|<B2-l

it suffices to show that for any vector k = ki of N'  l, \k\ < Ri — 1, if we set

I / a \ k
-1)  /   O   \        ¡ + fi2-l/2

L?=i

Gk(c,z) n*;"+i>(|)V(í-2)(í"-í)V3(s,*),
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where the function <P3(ç,z) only depends on the coordinates cai, a > 3, we have

(20) (AR')iGk(c,z) = 0.

Let us recall that in (13), A2 is defined by

(A2)? = 4a?7Ä~ä?P

we then point out that the factors (c2 - ç)^, r > 3, of (c2 - ç)k, where k = ki =

(kii, ki3,..., kii), and the functions do not depend on fri> ?12 and £221 while it is

easy to check that

(|)V*'-1/2(? - fl = xïR>-1/2-l% - *>(?,*),

where <p(ç,z) is a function which does not depend on the coordinates On, çXi and

?22 of i.

Now, to get (20), it is enough to prove that

(A*')f{F2(i,*)x?a-1Hfc|(? - z){i - c22)fc"} = 0,

where F2(?,z) = (xr(,+1)X2"1/2)(?-*>-
Notice that by (15), Fi satisfies (A.i)(Fi(ç, z) = 0; identity (20) is then obtained

like (18): more precisely, the role played in the proof of (18) by the kernel F¡ defined

in (19) is here given to the kernel Fi.

The case 3 — 2 in the lemma is thus solved and the cases 3 = 3,.."., I — 1 can

be treated in the same way: details are omitted. This proves Lemma 3.2, and

consequently the proof of Proposition 3.2 is complete.

Our next concern is the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 3.3. The kernel B0 defined in (16) satisfies the estimate
(B - Bq)(c,z) G L1(dv(z)), for any c in D.

PROOF. We first prove the following lemma:

LEMMA 3.3. Let £j, 3 — 2,...,/, denote strictly positive real numbers and e

the point of D C ni<,j<T<¡ *-Vt whose coordinates are eaa = 1 for a = 1,..., / and

tor - 0 for 1 < a < T < /7
The function Fk, k = 1,..., I, defined in D by

belongs to Ll(D).

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3. In the case k - 1,

*M - C(xï{l+2) Il x7(,+lW2+ti))(e - z)
3=2

is in the form B1+a(e, z), a > m/2(l +1): the conclusion then follows from Lemma

1.2.3 of [3].
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We next consider the case k = 2. Let a}, j = 1,2,..., I, denote real numbers

satisfying 0 < ax < 1 and rrij/2 < otj < 2sj + rrij/2 if j > 2; we divide the domain

D into D = Dx U D2, where

Dx = {zGD:\Fi(z)\<
J=l

(I + l+Oj-)
(e-f) D2 = D\DX.

First observe that by Lemma 1.2.3 of [3], the integral of |Í2(z)| °ver Bx converges

because

\Fi(z)\<\Bi+a^l+1He,z)\,        a>m/2,

for any z in D\.

It is then enough to prove that the integral of |Í2(z)| over Di also converges.

Since for any z in Di, the following inequality holds:

IfiMI < |iiWI! nx;+i+-'(e-f)
j=i

= |GWI2,

where

G(z)
dfa

x-{l+1-aiyi^x-[ll+j-aj),2+ej]\le_^

3=2

it suffices to show that the function G belongs to L2(D). We use the fact that by

Lemma 1.2.2 of [3], G can be written in the form

G{z) = cjv\x2 ( Xrai/2 I] x;0_ai-1)/2+£i j (A).exp(t(A,e-¿»dA.

Lemma 1.2.1 of [3] and the following lemma then yield the desired conclusion:

LEMMA  3.4.   For any real numbers a3, j = 1,...,/, satisfying ax < 1 and

otj < 2tj + rrij/2 if j > 2 the integral

ii=/^(Ai2)2 ixrQi-(,+i)/2 ri xraí+2e>- (i + 3)/2 (A)expi-2£AyiJ dX

is convergent.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.4. The proof is by induction on / > 2. For / = 2, we

have

h = Í (Ai2)2(xrai"3/2xr1/2"a2+2£2)(A) exp[-2(An + A22)] dXxl dXl2 dX22,

where T is the spherical cone of R3 and e2 > 0. It then follows from calculations

in [2] that the integral I2 converges when Qi < 1 and a2 < 2e2 + 1/2.

Assume now that when the cone V has rank I — 1, the integral /¡_i converges

when ax < 1 and a} < 2ej + rrij/2 for j = 2,...,/- 1. We then deduce from this

assumption that the integral J; over the /-ranked cone V converges when ax < 1

and otj < 2sj + m.,/2 for j = 2,..., /.
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First integrate J¡ with respect to A«, using the change of variable t = xf(A);

since a¡ < 2e¡ + (I — l)/2, we obtain

/«=c/(A12)2(xrai"
(i + l)/2

¡-1

3=2

*j-cxj+2ej-(l+3)/2
(A)

i-i
• exp    -2 J] A„    exp[-2(A„ - xí (A)]     H     dXjk.

V   j=i    y u,k)Ti(i,i)

Next integrate successively with respect to A;-!,;, A¡_2,j,..., Au, since

exp[-2(A„ - xr(A))] dXi-i,i • • • dXu = C(Xl ■ ■ ■ xr-i)1/2(A),L
we get the equality I¡ = C¡/¡_i when a¡ < 2e/ + (I — l)/2 and the induction

assumption yields the desired conclusion: the proof of Lemma 3.4 is complete.

We have just proved Lemma 3.3 for k = 1,2; the conclusion for k = 3,..., / can

be obtained in the same way: this entirely proves Lemma 3.3.

Now, to get the conclusion of Proposition 3.3, it suffices, by Lemma 3.3, to prove

the following lemma:

LEMMA 3.5. For any c in D, there exist a constant C(c) and strictly positive

real numbers £j, j = 2,...,/, such that for any z in D, the following inequality

holds:

(21) \(B-B0)(c,z)\<C(ç)    l + ¿
k=2

Xi

o— Xi{e-z)
C?ifc

-(i+l+m>/2+ej)f2) Il XÏVTt™""r*> | (e-z)

3=2

To prove Lemma 3.5, we use the following lemma:

LEMMA 3.6. Let Q(°\ j — 2,...,/, denote the kernels defined in (17). For
any c in D there exists a constant C(c) such that for any j = 2,..., I and z in D

the following inequality holds:

(22) \QU)(i,z)\<C(ç)\xf+Rl-m>/2)(e-z)\

E
fcj€N'-J+>

I+fij-mj/2
(e-z)

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.6. For j = I, one has

fli-i

gW(f,») = 1 - xr[(,+1)/a+Äil(?' - z) ■ £ Ck(i - ?n)fexf+1)/2+fi'-fc(? - z);

fc=0

in this case, estimate (22) is supported by the upper half-plane of C/, and follows

immediately from Taylor's formula and from the following easily proved estimate:
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for any w in D, there exist two constants Ci(w) and C2{w) such that for any z in

D, one has

(23) CiHIxKe - z)\ < \xi(w - z)\ < C2(w)\Xi(e - z)\.

For j = / - 1, estimate (22) is supported by the tube fi in n¡-i<<T<T<¡ C¿T over

the spherical cone V^ of R3, studied in the preceding section. By (23) and using

Lemma 1.2.5 of [3] in the case of the domain fi, we get that for any w in D, there

exist two constants C\(w) and C2{w) such that for any z in D, we have

(24)

and

(25)

CiH|xi-i(e - z)\ < \xi-i(w - z)\ < Ci(w)\xi-r{e - z)

Ci(w)   Yl
keN2

|fc| = K¡-i

i£Ns

|fc| = Hl-l

<Ci(w)   Yl
k€N2

Xf¿2l+R'-1+\e-z)

l/2+Ri-i + l, -\
X/_i {w-z)

(^)kxn+R'-'+1(e-z)

estimate (22) for j = I - 1 then follows from Taylor's formula and inequalities (24)

and (25).
In the same way, we conclude successively for the cases j = I — 2,1 — 3,..., 2,

using Lemma 1.2.5 of [3] and inequalities of the same type as (23), (24) and (25),

supported by the tubes over the cones V*3',..., V^ of the canonical decomposition

of the cone V. Lemma 3.6 is then entirely proved.

We also use the following lemma:

LEMMA 3.7. Let c be a point of D and c1 the point of D defined in (16). There

exists a constant C(ç) such that for any z in D, the following holds:

\B(ç,z)-B(c1,z)\

i

<<?(?) (l + ¿   (
\ fc=2      V

¿j
Xi

0+2) TT •

3=2

,-(¡+1) (e-z)

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.7. By Lemma 1.2.5 of [3] and using inequalities of the

same type as (23) and (24), supported by the tubes over the cones V^3\ j = 2,..., /,

we obtain that for any w in D, there exist two constants C\(w) and C2{'oj) such

that for any z in D, the following hold:

(26)

and

(27)

CiHIXi(e - z)\ < \xi(w - z)\ < C2(u>)|xi(e - z)\

<?iM£
fc=l

dw ifc
-Xi(e-z) < E

fc=i
dwik

i

<C2(w)J2

Xi{w- z)

d

k=\
dwik

Xi(e-z)
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Taylor's formula, inequalities (26) and (27) and the fact that (<9/dcn)xi(?—z) =

1 then yield the conclusion of Lemma 3.7.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.5. In view of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, it is enough to prove

that there exist strictly positive real numbers £,-, j = 2,..., I, such that for any j, if

kj denotes a vector of Ni_J+1 satisfying \kj\ = Rj, the function F(z) = Y\j=i Fj(z),

where

(28) Fj{z)
-(l-mj+Rj-tj) ( d\   3    l-m.j/2+Rj

*i \dç)      *3
(e-z)

is bounded in D.

The proof is easy when all the fcy's are in the form kj = (Rj,0, ■ ■ ■ ,0); in this

case, Fj(z) = CjxJ 3~m' ~£} (e - z). Since for any j = 2,... ,1 and any z in

D, one has |x¿(e - z)\ > 1 and Rj - mj/2 > 0, the conclusion follows by taking

£j < Rj - mj/2.
Actually, among all the differential operators d/dÇjT, r = j,...,l, the most

regularizing is d/dCjj, while the other operators d/dÇjT, r ± j, have the same

regularity. Hence, for the other values of the fcj's, we only give the proof in the

case when kj = (0,Rj,0,...,0), for any j = 2,...,I — 1 and fc¡ = R¡; this is done
by successively estimating the functions Fi,F¡-iFi,...,F2 • • • F¡.

Concerning F¡, one has

(29) Fl{z) = CixT[Rl~{-l~l),2~ei\e-z);

taking e¡ such that 0 < e¡ < Ri — (I — l)/2, we find that the function F¡ is bounded

in D because, for any z in D, |x¡(e — z)\ > 1.

Let us next consider the product F;_iF;. We are going to prove the following

lemma:

LEMMA 3.8. For any strictly positive real numbers £;_i,£¡,n¡_i > £¡_i and

ni > Ei, one has

(30) |(*U*i)(*)|
< c,i|(x-[ni-1/2-(i-2)/2-r"-1]x-lßl--Rl-i/4-(i-1)/2-'"h(e _ z)\.

PROOF of Lemma 3.8. By (28), for kt-X = (0,Aí_i), we get

where

G(z) = (xiä+Ä-*+1xrlÄ,-(,-1,/2-1) (e-2).

Let D denote the wave operator defined by

D   -1        d2 d2    ■

?       dii-i,i-idíii     dct2_xl'

it is easy to check that for any real numbers a and ß, one has

0\ - n   „-,^-ia-i
V(x?-iXÏ)=Cai0xTSx1xî
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Now, since

we obtain

d2        _ d2
—2— = -U? + 4--—,ô?i-i,i de¡-i,¡-iduj

p /9

(3i) (JF;-iF;)W = xr-f,"1+2_£,"l) £ cpaR^/2-p

p=0

Ö2

^(_i,¡_iOfH
G(z),

where G again denotes the function defined at the beginning of the proof.

Hence, as soon as we point out that, in the right side of (31), the differential

operator Dç is more regularizing than d2/do.-i,¡-ido.;, we find it sufficient to prove

that for any strictly positive real numbers Si-i,Ei,r]i-i > £¡_i and r?¡ > sj, the

modulus of the last term (corresponding to p = Ri-X/2) in the right side of (31) is

inferior to the right side of (30).

Since in that term, we have

Hi-i/2

= £ c*
q=0

Rl-i/2

d y   (i+Ri-i)/2+i

dÇiiJ Xi-!

,   \ Ri-i/2-q

dçu
Xi (e-z)

Er,    (!+fi,_1)/2-„+l        [ñ¡ + (ñl_1_i + i)/2-,-£¡]°gXi_i X(

,=0

d Y

the conclusion follows from the following lemma:

LEMMA 3.9.   For any strictly positive real numbers <5¡_i and ¿;, the function

<p(z) Xl-l+6l~l) [ dçJiXl ■(1/2+6,) (e-z)

is bounded in D.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.9. It is easy to check that ip = Cifi + Ci<pi, where

<Pi{z)
-6,_i   à    .

>G-i   dùxi
(1/2+6,) (e-z)

d^X^'^ie-z)

and
df   y. Of    _£, _(l/2 + 6,)\  / -N

*>*(*) = gT (Xi-!   Xi ')(e-z).

Since the function <pi is bounded in D, we just have to prove that fi is also

bounded in D.  Applying Lemma 1.2.2 of [3] in the tube over the spherical cone

r = y(2)0fR3 = n¡_i<CT<T<¡R¿T yields

\fi(z)\ < d í A» tór'^V'"1) (A) • expí-A,-!,,.! - A«)      J]      dA--
Jr V ' i-l<<x<r</

the conclusion then follows from calculations made in [2]: this proves Lemma 3.9

and hence, the proof of Lemma 3.8 is complete.
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PROOF OF LEMMA 3.5 (CONTINUED). It suffices to prove that for any strictly

positive real numbers ea and r\„ > ea, a = j,... ,1, one has

(32)     Íl\Fa(z)\<C,
o=3

-|(ß3-J + l)/2-^-]

W       -[R.I2-Yl~jAvR.-p)ß-{o-\)/2-n0
11     Xa

<T=J + 1

Xi
-[Äi-EU3i(pß,-',)/4"(,~1)/2~''3'1

(e-J)

First notice that in the extreme case j = 2, the exponents (¿22 - l)/2, Ro-/2 -

¿ZlZÎ(pR*-p)/* -{*- l)/2 for 3 < a < I - 1 and Rt - Ep=x(pRi-p)ß~(h l)/2
are all strictly positive.

The proof of (32) is by induction on j. By Lemma 3.8, estimate (32) holds

for j — I — 1. Assume now that for any strictly positive real numbers e„ and

7]„> Ea, a = j + 1,..., /, we have

(33)       J]   |iUz)|<C,
<T=J + 1

-[(Rj+1-3)/2-Vj + l]
Xj+1

1t4        -[ñ-/2-El-í   1(pR.-p)/i-(o-l)/2-rl.
11    Xa

<J=j+2

-[^-El-r^p^-^^-c-1^2-"
(e-5)

Next notice that the left side of (32) is the product of the left side of (33) by
the modulus of the function Fj defined in (28) and here, kj = (0, Rj, 0,..., 0). We

then estimate the function Fj in the same way as in the case j — I — 1 (Lemma

3.8). More precisely, we introduce the wave operator D defined by

d2
D* = % 1^2

d2

díjjdíj+i,j+i     d$j+i

on the tube in rii<<T<T<¡ ̂ <tt over the cone T/'i_J+1); as in the proof of Lemma 3.8,

we here use the induction assumption (33) to prove that the product n<r=7 I^VWI

is inferior to the product of (33) by

-[(R3-j'+i)/2-«,-]

(

n 4
a=3 + r

Rj(<r-j)/A+6a
{e-z) ,

where ¿CT, a = j,...,l, denotes any strictly positive real number. To get this last

estimate, we use the following generalization of Lemma 3.9:
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LEMMA 3.10.   Let the integer j take the values 2, ...,l — 1.   For any strictly

positive real numbers 6a, a = j,..., I, the function

*7(1+6j) Ur^-x,    n x-^-»>2+^\{e-z)
<T=j+l

is bounded in D.

The proof of Lemma 3.10 is very similar to that of Lemma 3.9 and uses Lemma

1.2.3 of [3] in the tube over the cone VC-J+1): details are omitted.

The proof of Lemma 3.5 is now complete and hence, Proposition 3.3 is entirely

proved.

We next recall that B = Bp,r denotes the Bloch space of D corresponding to the

vectors p and r of N', where p = (I, I — 1,..., 1) and r is defined in (6); let us denote

by P the Bergman projection defined in [3] as a bounded operator from L°° onto

the Bloch space B of D.
Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 then lead to the following theorem:

THEOREM 3.1. Let Bo denote the kernel defined in D by (16). For any bounded

function b in D,
1° one defines a holomorphic function g in D by

(34) g(c)= f (B-B0)(c,z)b(z)dv(z),        c G D;
Jd

2° the element Pb of the Bloch space B {the Bergman projection of b) can be

represented by the holomorphic function g.

PROOF. In view of Proposition 3.3, the expression (34) of g actually defines a

function. To prove that this function is holomorphic, it suffices to show that

l£-9(t)= f ^-(B-B0)(ç,z)b(z)dv(z),

i.e. the following lemma holds:

LEMMA 3.11. For every compact K of D and for every c in K, there exists

an integrable function M{z) in D such that for any integers j and k satisfying

!<3<k<l, the following holds:

d -{B-Bo)(c,z)  <M(z).
díjk

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.11. For j = k = 1, we have

1

-(b - Bo)(c,z) = xr(,+2) n *7(i+1) (* -¿) II e<%, *);
d<u 3=2 y

the conclusion for this derivative then follows from the proof of Proposition 3.3.

Concerning the other derivatives, the ingredients in the proof of Proposition 3.3

also yield the desired conclusion; furthermore, notice that those derivatives behave

better than the terms stemming from (B - Bo)((, z). This proves Lemma 3.11, and

consequently part Io of the theorem is proved.
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On the other hand, for part 2°, the conclusion easily follows from the equality

DcB(ç,z) = cB1+ro/«+V(ç,z)

and from Proposition 3.2: the proof of Theorem 3.1 is then complete.

REMARK. We just determined a defining kernel for the Bergman projection of

L°° onto a particular Bloch space B = BP,T in the tube over the cone of I x / real,

symmetric, positive-definite matrices, I > 2. However, for I > 3, we also defined

in [3] the Bergman projection of L°° onto a Bloch space corresponding to smaller

vectors p and r, e.g. p = (1,..., 1) and r is the product of p by the smallest integer

strictly greater than (/ — l)/2; it would be interesting to determine a defining

kernel for the Bergman projection of L°° onto the Bloch space corresponding to

these values of p and r that are indeed the smallest possible.
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